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Abstract: - This paper has represented the simulation of resource allocation in case 

of Fog computing. The scheduling algorithm has been considered in order to 

perform resource scheduling. This work has been based on fog based cloud 

computing and here scheduler has been connected to fog nodes. Several processes 

are going to be managed by scheduler. This scheduler would serve to several 

processors from fog nodes which have been connected to IP network. IP network is 

interface between fog node and cloud storage. This system consists of multiple sub 

system such Gang scheduler, Fog node, IP network, cloud storage, Distributed intelligence. In this research 

Distributed intelligence is embarrassingly parallel. This is able to exploit computation of large scale. Spatial 

distribution of computing resources will also be get by it. The problem would be solved by these features. It 

needs the processing of very large data sets.  
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1.  INTRODUCTION 

Fog computing is a term defined by Cisco. It refers to elaborate cloud computing .It is to the edge of an 

enterprise's network. It is also known as Edge Computing or fogging. Fog computing makes it available the 

operation of compute, storage, and networking services between end devices and cloud computing data centres. 

Fog computing essentially extends cloud computing [1]. Its  services to  edge of  network, bringing  advantages 

& power of  cloud closer to where data is created and acted upon.  The objective of fog computing of fog is to 

enhance efficiency and decrease amount of data transported to cloud for processing, analysis and storage. This is 

often done to improve efficiency, though it may also be used for security and compliance reasons [2]. 

2.  RELATED WORK   

The environment for load balancing scheduling algorithm is provided by Fog Computing environment. The 

intermediate layer between cloud layer and client layer is Fog Layer. It has been introduced to enhance the 

efficiency of cloud computing environment. It does proper utilization of bandwidth. As the data is transmitted or 

exchanged. It is between cloud and fog. Due to this processing get reduced [3]. 

They show an approach to secure business data in the cloud. Once unauthorized access or exposure is suspected, 

and later verified, with challenge questions for that instance, then They inundate the malicious insider with 

bogus information in order to dilute the user’s real data [4]. 

 This work presents a novel Combined Fog-Cloud architecture .It is consisting of a dual-layer. Fog aim to lessen 

the Cloud access delay into an IoT scenario. Taking this approach, a service may avail geographically 

distributed network elements in scenarios. This is such as Smart Cities or Smart Transportation Systems. It is 

among others. It diminishes the necessity of demanding further Cloud resources. It prevents high delays. The 

show results prove the advantages of service distribution. It is among multiple low-delays. Fog nodes avoiding 

the high delay access on upper layer [5]. 

In this paper, researchers  proposed a flexible resource allocation strategy for fog computing .It is based on 

PTPN to enhance the efficiency of fog resources utilization. It satisfies the users’ QoS requirements. It has 

constructed the PTPN models of tasks in fog computing. It is prepared in accordance with the features of fog 

resources. These are used to guide flexible resource allocation in fog computing.  Saying further algorithms 

were proposed to estimate completion time of task. It computes the credibility evaluation of resources. It 

allocates fog resources dynamically. The simulation was carried in a Dawn parallel machine and Linux cluster 

[6]. 

 

3. PROPOSED WORK 

This section presents the proposed model which is more convenient to run the proposed algorithm.  Next this 

section also describes the proposed algorithm in detail followed by its description. They are discussed as follows 

3.1.  PROPOSED MODEL 


